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There have been many important developments in the field since the Fourth Edition was published, including advances in theory, new applications of computer technologies, new methods of shock and vibration control, new instrumentation, and new materials and techniques used in controlling shock and vibration. Many new standards and test codes have also been enacted. These developments have necessitated this Fifth Edition, which covers them all and presents a thorough, unified, state-of-the-art treatment of the field of shock and vibration in a single volume that is approximately 10 percent longer than its predecessor edition. A new co-editor, highly regarded as an author in his own right, has collaborated with an original editor in this endeavor. The book brings together a wide variety of skills and expertise, resulting in the most significant improvements in the Handbook since the First Edition.

New chapters have been added and many other chapters updated, revised, or expanded to incorporate the latest developments. Several chapters written by authors who are now deceased have been revised and updated by the editors, but the credits to the original authors are retained in recognition of their outstanding contributions to shock and vibration technology. (For convenience, and to retain as closely as possible the chapter sequence of prior editions, several chapters have been designated Part II or III of an associated chapter.) The editors have avoided duplication of content between chapters except when such repetition is advisable for reasons of clarity. In general, chapters in related areas are grouped together whenever possible. The first group of chapters presents a theoretical basis for shock and vibration. The second group considers instrumentation and measurement techniques, as well as procedures for analyzing and testing mechanical systems subjected to shock and vibration. The third group discusses methods of controlling shock and vibration, and the design of equipment for shock and vibration environments. A final chapter presents the effects of shock and vibration on human beings, summarizing the latest findings in this important area. Extensive cross-references enable the reader to locate relevant material in other chapters. The Handbook uses uniform terminology, symbols, and abbreviations throughout, and usually both the U.S. Customary System of units and the International System of units.
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Written by a team of internationally recognized experts, this comprehensive resource provides all the information you need to design, analyze, install, and maintain systems subject to mechanical shock and vibration. The book covers theory, instrumentation, measurement, testing, and maintenance of systems subject to shock and vibration.

Chapters are grouped according to subject matter. The first group covers theory, instrumentation, measurement, testing, and control methodologies. The second group provides practical applications. Harris' Shock and Vibration Handbook, Sixth Edition, has been extensively revised to include innovative techniques and technologies, such as the use of waveform replication, wavelets, and temporal moments. Learn how to successfully apply theory to solve frequently encountered problems. This definitive guide is essential for mechanical, aeronautical, acoustical, civil, electrical, and transportation engineers.


Widely used as the most authoritative and comprehensive reference work on shock and vibration in print, this mechanical engineering classic has undergone major revisions. This edition now devotes more pages to the latest vibration instrumentation based on computer-chip technology, innovative computer techniques for solving practical vibration problems, and the new measurement techniques currently being encountered by engineers. Practical in its approach, it covers shock and vibration fundamental, instrumentation and measurements, data analysis and testing, and equipment design and packaging.

INTRODUCTION TO THE HANDBOOK Cyril M. Harris

CONCEPTS OF SHOCK AND VIBRATION

Vibration is a term that describes oscillation in a mechanical system. It is defined by the frequency (or frequencies) and amplitude. Either the motion of a physical object or structure or, alternatively, an oscillating force applied to a mechanical system is vibration in a generic sense. In either instance, the vibration of the system depends upon the relation of the excitation or forcing function to the properties of the system. This relationship is a prominent feature of the analytical aspects of vibration. Shock is a somewhat loosely defined aspect of...